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To the trailblazers and the tastemakers.
To the ﬁrst-time seekers and explorers
of the extraordinary. This one was made
for you. Welcome aboard Norwegian
Prima, the ﬁrst in a new class of ships
designed to elevate every expectation.
Explore the greater wide open with
the most outdoor deck space of any
new cruise ship. Unwind in our most
spacious accommodations and enjoy
ﬁrst-in-class service so you won’t wait
a second for that second round. Be the
First to discover a new experience at
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sea, setting sail summer 2022.
Onda by Scarpetta
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Norwegian Prima

DISCOVER THE WONDERS OF THE MEDITERRA NEAN AND THE CARIBBEAN
Set sail to the most coveted places in the world by embarking on one of Celebrity Beyond’s
unforgettable itineraries, where you’ll travel to stunning destinations around the Mediterranean
and Caribbean. During your journey, experience all the visionary venues and luxurious comforts
aboard Celebrity Beyond, the newest ship in our cutting-edge fleet, which is set to sail on her
maiden voyage in April 2022.
From the spring until early fall, Celebrity Beyond’s itineraries include sailings around the
glamorous Italian and French Riviera, as well trips that visit the idyllic Greek Islands, Malta,
and Italy. From late October through April, Celebrity Beyond will journey across the Caribbean,
stopping in spectacular islands in the Bahamas, U.S. Virgin Islands, Mexico, and the Cayman
Islands.
Celebrity Beyond’s 2022 - 2023 itineraries also include unforgettable Transatlantic journeys
that combine several consecutive days at sea with port days in sun-soaked destinations in Spain,
Portugal, and the Azores along the way.
Nov 8, 2022
5 Nights
Western Caribbean

Fort Lauderdale, Florida, At Sea, Cozumel,
Mexico, Costa Maya, Mexico, At Sea, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida

May 07, 2022
9 Nights
Italian Riviera & France

Barcelona, Spain, Provence(Marseille), France, Nice
(Villefranche), France, Santa Margherita, Italy, Florence/
Pisa (La Spezia), Italy (overnight), At Sea, Sicily (Messina),
Italy, Naples, Italy, Rome (Civitavecchia) Italy

NOTICE:Prior to booking, please consult all applicable U.S. Centers for Disease Control travel advisories, warnings, or recommendations relating to cruise travel, at cdc.gov/travel/notices. If a certain threshold level of
COVID-19 is detected onboard the ship during your voyage, the voyage will end immediately, the ship will return to the port of embarkation, and your subsequent travel, including your return home, may be restricted or
delayed. Health and safety protocols, guest conduct rules, and regional travel restrictions vary by ship and destination, and are subject to change without notice. Due to evolving health protocols, imagery and messaging
may not accurately reﬂect onboard and destination experiences, offerings, features, or itineraries. These may not be available during your voyage, may vary by ship and destination, and may be subject to change without
notice. All images of Celebrity BeyondSM are artistic renderings based on current development concepts, which are subject to change without notice. Celebrity Beyond and Beyond are trademarks of Celebrity Cruises. All
images of Celebrity BeyondSM are artistic renderings based on current development concepts, which are subject to change without notice. Celebrity Beyond and Beyond are trademarks of Celebrity Cruises.
©2021 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador.

| FROM THE PUBLISHER

Hello World, here we come again

Vanessa Lee on Celebrity Edge in Mykonos, Greece

IT’S BEEN A LONG TIME coming, and we
are now thrilled to showcase another issue
of our magazine for our loyal readers and
subscribers. It took longer than we anticipated, but finally, here is the summer issue
of Cruise & Travel Lifestyles for your enjoyment and perusal.
Although we delayed our publication,
we have been working for months on our
content – often with bated breath. When
would we publish? Would our editorial be
relevant? What should we include? As we
became more and more comfortable that
we would soon see the return of more travel
with improved health and safety measures,
we decided to press the restart button!
We know many cruise ships have
returned to sailing on the oceans, rivers and
seas of the world, carrying guests who are
delighted to be back on the waves or enjoying
a leisurely journey down a picturesque river.
I suspect many of you have made
travel plans for this year, and for 2022 and
2023! Bookings are booming, and we may
now have to book our trips further out than
ever. There is substantial pent-up demand,
with so many of us ready to hit the highway, stay at a hotel or resort and sail off into
a dreamy sunset – we are overdue. There is
tremendous interest in family and multigeneration vacations, and no wonder, given
all we’ve been through these last 16 months.
Bucket list vacations and more exotic
countries also appear in the Top Ten list of
what to do and where to go next – another
result of so many of us missing out on trips
and the opportunity to make travel plans
over the last year.

Having had my second vaccine, I’m
ready to fly to Greece in late July to sail
around the Greek Isles and to Cypress (my
99th country!) on Silversea’s stunning new
Silver Moon. In September, I plan to cruise
from London on the revitalized Star Legend,
one of three motor yachts in the Windstar
fleet and I’m feeling confident knowing that
these cruise lines require all guests and
crew to be fully vaccinated.   
Making travel plans again is exciting
and I can’t wait to resume my explorations
of some of the world’s most beautiful
places. Many of you must feel the same
way! We’re hoping this issue, which covers
Egypt and Europe and some of my personal
favourites – Turkey and Italy – as well as
several Canadian cruises, and a review on
Cruising’s Comeback, will tantalize and
inform and have you eager to connect with
your preferred travel advisors. They want
– and frankly, they need – your business
and will be a fountain of knowledge as
you begin to navigate this new world of
travel. From explaining the Canada travel
app to ensuring that you have all the necessary documents for wherever you may be
going and easing any anxieties that crop up,
your travel advisor will be your best
guide and without doubt, a source of terrific
vacation options.
Stay safe and well,

Vanessa Lee

IN MEMORIAM
During the last year or so, we have all experienced a great deal of loss in many ways. In loving memory,
we recognize these friends, loved ones and industry colleagues who left us in 2020 and 2021.
Alex Cunningham
Bill Pallett
Bob Wilson
Bruce Slade
Carol Lee McInnis
Charles A. Robertson
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Charlie Kessler
Cindy Morton
Ellen Rosemond
Ian Kerr
Jean Noël Guilhem
Jim Smith

Lynda Sinclair
Michael Batterbee
Michael Tzekas
Patrick Luciani
Paul Culver

YOU NEED A YACHT
TO GET HERE.
Windstar’s classic sailing and all-suite Star Plus Class yachts navigate the most
interesting experiences on earth. With more itineraries and excursions meticulously
crafted and personally fine-tuned by our local experts, guests can take private yacht
style cruising to the next level. Make a traditional Thai dish from scratch. Kayak in an
Alaskan fjord. Explore a family owned olive orchard in Sorrento. Only 148 - 342 guests
on board means more intimate, authentic experiences. So you can really get to know
a place, its culture and its people, and create more truly unforgettable moments
that are 180 degrees from ordinary.
Call your Travel Advisor or Windstar Cruises at 877-276-7589. WindstarCruises.com.
Tracy Arm, Alaska
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2022 FRANCE
Culinary Luxury
River Cruises
Exclusive Scenic Culinaire

Scenic Sapphire in Avignon

Flavours of Bordeaux

Exclusive to Scenic Highlights:
Flavours of Bordeaux

11 Day Luxury River Cruise
Bordeaux > Bordeaux
May 25, August 7, September 30, 2022

Super Earlybird – Balcony Suite from $8,258 pp
*

Your cruise on the three waterways of this
region will introduce you to extraordinary
landscapes, delicious fare and refined
winemaking. Visit the Rémy Martin estate
to taste Cognac, sample some of the finest
wines in the world and enjoy the freshest
of seafood from the crystal clear waters of
Arcachon Bay. You’ll even have the opportunity
to learn how to cook your own French delicacy
on board with Scenic Culinaire.

FLY FREE*
ALL SUITES

Cognac

Pauillac

Blaye

Médoc

Bourg

Bordeaux
Bassin
d’Arcachon

Arcachon

France

2 Scenic Enrich experiences
including after hours access to the
Cite du Chocolate where you will
enjoy an interactive workshop and
take in a private classical concert in
the mighty Popes’ Palace in Avignon

Truly All-Inclusive Luxury:
5-Star Scenic Space-Ship with
up to 149 guests
Spacious Balcony Suites with an
innovative Scenic Sun Lounge

Libourne

Pomerol

Garonne Saint-Émilion
Entre Deux Mers

Cadillac

11 Day Luxury River Cruise
Lyon > Lyon
May 5, July 28, September 10, 2022

Super Earlybird – Balcony Suite from $8,663 pp

Bergerac

Personalise your cruise with up to
27 Scenic Freechoice activities
Butler service for every suite with
full mini-bar restocked daily
Return airport transfers
All tipping and gratuities on board
and on shore

*

This cruise will set your senses ablaze
with the myriad of flavours, scents and
experiences on offer. The South of France
is famous around the globe for its beautiful
countryside, amazing architecture and of
course its delicious cuisine. This incredible
Scenic cruise will focus on the best culinary
highlights this region has to offer, from the
finest wines of Beaujolais to the gastronomic
capital of Lyon.

FLY FREE*
ALL SUITES

France
Beaune

Chalon-sur-Saône
Saône
Mâcon

All meals and complimentary
beverages, all day every day

Dordogne

Sauternes

Journey Code: FRBC

Tastes of Southern France

Scenic Culinaire – for Exclusive
on board cooking lessons

Gironde
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2 Scenic Enrich experiences
including after hours access to
Bassins de Lumières, the former
submarine base converted into a
digital art space and a classical
concert at the beautiful Château
d’Agassac

Tastes of Southern France
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Lyon
Tournon
Ardèche National Park
Châteauneuf-du-Pape
Pont du Gard Avignon

Rhône

Tournus
Beaujolais
Pérouges

Tain l’Hermitage
Viviers

Grignan
Les Baux

Arles

Journey Code: FRLC

Contact your travel professional or call us at 1 866 689 8611 > Learn more at scenic.ca
*Conditions Apply: Inventory controlled and may be extended or cancelled at any time without notice. Valid for new bookings made by August 31, 2021. Save an additional 10% on cruise fare: Super Earlybird offer is available on Sapphire & Diamond deck suites only,
excluding the Single Balcony Suite (Category BS). Excludes Category E & D. Super Earlybird offer is for new bookings only and not available for bookings using a Future Travel Credit (FTC) Voucher. Full payment is due 12 months prior to departure for Super Earlybird
offers to apply. For cruises booked within 12 months of departure, full payment is required at time of booking. Once sold out or if full payment is not received the standard Earlybird offers or best available offer will apply. Applicable on the cruise element only, excludes
airfares, port charges, hotel stays and other additional items. Prices include applicable discount, based on per person twin share in CAD available at advertising deadline, are strictly limited & subject to availability on specific dates, until sold out. Offers not in
conjunction with any other offers and may be withdrawn at any time. No retroactivity. Fly Free and special airfare offers, available on select departures. A non-refundable deposit of $500 per person is due at time of booking with full payment required 90 days prior to
departure. Scenic reserves the right to ticket the airfare upon receipt of deposit. Flights are booked in economy class only on Scenic’s choice of airlines and routes. Included flights are booked from 11 major Canadian gateways: YHZ, YYZ, YOW, YUL, YQR, YXE, YWG, YEG,
YYC, YVR, & YYJ. Flight departures from all other Canadian cities shall be subject to additional surcharges. Flights are subject to availability of appropriate airline class and once sold out surcharges shall apply. A second non-refundable deposit of $1,500 per person
is due 11 months prior to travel. If your cruise departs in less than 11 months, the second non-refundable is due immediately. Scenic reserves the right to ticket the airfare upon receipt of the second deposit. Full airline terms and conditions apply at all times. Maximum
ticket value including taxes is up to $1,600 per person. Port charges and taxes ($500 per person) are NOT included. Groups: Offers apply to new groups booked and deposited during promotional period. No retroactivity. For full terms and conditions see 2022 Europe
River Cruising Brochure or visit scenic.ca/terms-and-conditions. Any maps or other route depictions are intended as an indication only and are subject to change. All beverages are included except for a very small number of fine and vintage wines, Champagnes and
spirits. Airport transfers are only available on the first and last day of your tour and at times we designate. Scenic Tailormade features vary in Portugal. Scenic office: Suite 1025, 401 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC, V6B 5A1. BC consumer protection #40178.
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| FROM THE EDITOR

Editor Liz Fleming (right) with Tania Tomaszewska,
sommelier, Maple Leaf Adventures’ Wine Islands cruise.

IT’S BEEN A LONG HAUL, but as these long
pandemic days have passed, none of the
true travel-lovers among us has ever given
up hope. We’ve simply found ways to bring
the world to us.
We’ve gone through thousands of
photos taken on much-enjoyed trips,
perused websites, read travel magazines,
planned future adventures and relived our
memories. Some of us have taken it a step
further and unleashed our myriad travel
experiences on our senses.
When the dark days of winter kept us
inside, we practiced what we’d learned in
Denmark and became masters of hygge –
the art of being cozy at home. And if the
pressures of staying inside – no matter how
cozy – became too much, we shifted our
thoughts to another part of the world and
practiced the Japanese wellness strategy of
forest bathing, drinking in the healing
powers of nature on long, mindful walks.
If COVID concerns kept us from sleeping
well at night and we awoke, tired and

anxious, we borrowed a tradition from our
Spanish friends and enjoyed a healing
afternoon siesta. Realizing that comfort food
is essential in times of great stress, we’ve
delved into our travel cookbooks and
learned to make pasta that brought back
memories of tiny courtyard restaurants in
Florence. We taught ourselves to handroll
pretzels that captured the essence of a
Munich beer hall at Oktoberfest and we
baked (or perhaps bought!) croissants and
baguettes, closed our eyes and dreamt of
Paris. A few drops of jasmine-scented essential oil in a diffuser transported us to a sunny
sidewalk outside Rome while the scent of
coconut conjured the warm breezes and
white beach sands we were all missing so
badly. We played music that ranged from
salsa to symphony, filling our souls with the
sounds that reignited the memories of our
travels.
And we dreamt of a day when we could
re-emerge into a world where travel was
again possible.
Today, things are far from perfect and
the world of travel is still struggling back to
its feet. But the good news is that vaccines
are now rolling out in countries around the
globe and the proverbial light at the end of
the tunnel has grown from a faint glimmer
to a strong and increasing glow. We know
brighter days are on the horizon and we’ll
soon be able to explore the world again –
this time with a heightened awareness of
how grateful we are for that freedom.
When we again feel the wind in our
hair as we stand on the deck of a ship, or
hear the chest-vibrating hum as an airplane
engine rumbles to life, let’s be sure to luxuriate in those sensations. Let’s savour every
moment and turn our senses up to high
volume as we experience everything we’ve
missed for so long. Our belief in the future of
travel will have been justified and the world
will have reopened at last.
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COURTESY SILVERSEA

CRUISING’S COMEBACK!
The cruise world is coming back to life and we couldn’t be happier.
Here’s a taste of what’s happening on the seas and rivers as of mid-July 2021.
Change is constant, so double-check with your travel professional and cruise line and be aware that
most ships require guests to show proof of two vaccines, at least two weeks prior to travel.
LIZ FLEMING

On the seas
• A joyful return to cruising from U.S. ports was heralded by the

Celebrity Edge in late June, the first ship to sail out of Fort Lauderdale
in 2021 with at least 95 percent of all guests and 98 percent of all crew
members fully vaccinated.

• Celebrity Millennium was the first to sail in the Caribbean in early
June before repositioning to Alaska, leaving Celebrity Summit to replace
her. Eight Celebrity ships are sailing 2021 itineraries in Europe, the
Caribbean, Alaska and the Galápagos. Celebrity Edge is sailing in the
Eastern and Western Caribbean while Celebrity Apex recently made
her debut in Athens. State-of-the-art mega-yacht Celebrity Flora is
sailing the Galápagos Islands, along with Celebrity Xpedition, and in
September, the 16-guest Celebrity Xploration sets sail.
• MSC Cruises, the first major cruise line to resume sailing in August
2020, has a health and safety protocol that has effectively set a standard
for the industry. They recently launched the flagship, MSC Virtuosa,
the first ship to depart from the UK this year. MSC Grandiosa and
MSC Seaside are sailing in the Western Mediterranean, soon to be
joined by MSC Seaside, while three other ships are sailing in the Eastern
Med. In November, the brand’s newest ship, the MSC Seashore will sail
from Miami to the Bahamas and Caribbean, stopping at MSC Cruises’
new private island destination, Ocean Cay MSC Marine Reserve.

• Crystal Cruises has extended its Luxury Bahamas Escapes
until mid-November, offering all-Bahamian voyages from Nassau
and Bimini aboard the elegant Crystal Serenity. Newly-launched
all-suite, all-veranda, all-butler luxury expedition yacht Crystal
Endeavour began sailing in July from Reykjavik, Iceland, will cruise
to the Arctic and Northern Europe in September, and will then start
her Antarctica season.
• In August Norwegian Cruise Lines (NCL) will resume Alaska sailings aboard their new ship, Norwegian Encore. Norwegian Gem
returns to Miami in August, sailing Caribbean itineraries, followed
by four-day Bahamas voyages in November. Norwegian Breakaway
begins sailing from New York to Bermuda in late September, while
Mexican Riviera itineraries from Los Angeles aboard Norwegian
Bliss resume in October. Caribbean itineraries from Port Canaveral
on Norwegian Escape begin in mid-November as do Pride of America’s
Hawaii departures. Norwegian Getaway will sail in Italy, Croatia and
Greece in the fall while Norwegian Jade sails the Greek Isles from
August through November. The fleetwide SailSAFE health and
safety program will safeguard guests and crew.

CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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• From September 25 to November 28, 2021, eight Princess Medallion-

Class ships will sail to the Caribbean, Panama Canal, Mexico, Hawaii,
and the California Coast. Majestic Princess and Grand Princess will sail
from Los Angeles to Mexico and Hawaii, while the Ruby Princess
covers the same destinations from San Francisco. Enchanted Princess
begins her inaugural Southern and Eastern Caribbean season from Fort
Lauderdale while Sky, Regal and Caribbean Princess sail Eastern and
Western Caribbean itineraries from Fort Lauderdale and Crown Princess
sails a series of Panama Canal cruises. Royal Caribbean is back!

COURTESY PONANT

• Since June, Adventure of the Seas has been sailing Caribbean
itineraries, while Odyssey of the Seas will sail the Southern and
Western Caribbean in early August. Allure of the Seas will sail the
Eastern and Western Caribbean, Symphony of the Seas will sail from
Miami, and Independence of the Seas departs from Galveston, Texas.
Serenade and Ovation of the Seas will sail in Alaska while Harmony
of the Seas begins departures from Barcelona and Civitavecchia
(Rome) in August.

COURTESY CELEBRITY

• Holland America Line’s Nieuw Amsterdam returns to Alaska on
July 24 and then sets sail for the Caribbean in October. Eurodam
starts her Greek Isles departures in mid-August while Rotterdam
sails from Ft. Lauderdale on November 10, Koningsdam starts her
Mexican Riviera itinerary in late October and Zuiderdam begins
sailing her Mexico and Sea of Cortez itinerary on November 6.

• Seabourn Ovation is now sailing the Greek Isles and the Aegean,
while sister ship Odyssey will be treating guests to Caribbean itineraries through summer, fall and winter. Quest’s departures will
resume in early November with a repositioning cruise from Miami
to Antarctica. Seabourn’s Asia, Arabia and Australia 2021-2022 fall,
winter and spring season has been cancelled.

• Windstar Cruises is cruising again with only vaccinated guests
and crew on board its 148-guest, four-masted sailing yacht Wind
Star enjoying Greek Isles voyages through October. The rest of the
six-yacht fleet will debut on various dates through November.
• Atlas Ocean Voyages has redeployed World Navigator to Egypt
and the Greek Isles for her inaugural summer – the first and only
cruise ship to bring guests to Egypt. Five itineraries feature UNESCO
World Heritage Sites at nearly all of the 14 ports of call.

Expedition sailings

• Viking Sky and sister ship Viking Jupiter are sailing a series of
19 Iceland’s Natural Beauty itineraries from Reykjavik. Viking Star
is sailing the Mediterranean, while Viking Venus, Viking Sea,
Viking Jupiter and Viking Sky will also sail the Eastern and Western
Mediterranean in early fall.

• Ponant is now offering more than 50 European departures, while
in mid-November, Caribbean and Mayan Riviera departures will be
available aboard Le Champlain, and Le Dumont-D’Urville. In 2022,
a new partnership begins with Smithsonian Journeys that will
offer guests in-depth learning experiences with on-board wildlife
biologists, archaeologists and more on a series of 18+ voyages
covering Panama and Costa Rica, Antarctica, Caribbean, Japan and
a range of European destinations.

• Cunard will offer mid-November west and eastbound transatlantic
crossings aboard Queen Mary 2, followed by an eastern Caribbean
sailing from New York. Queen Elizabeth will sail in winter 2022
with departures from Singapore, Hong Kong and Shanghai and
Tokyo. In spring 2022, Queen Victoria returns with British Isles and
Mediterranean departures. The World Voyage has unfortunately
been postponed until 2023.

• Silversea Cruises’ new Silver Origin is offering all-new Galápagos
itineraries to view the incredible wildlife of the archipelago while
new flagship Silver Moon is sailing from Piraeus (Athens). Silver
Muse will sail to Alaska July 29 while Silver Shadow will sail circumnavigations of Iceland from July 30. Fully vaccinated guests and
crew will be protected by a “comprehensive, multi-layered set of
science-backed protocols”.
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COURTESY AMAWATERWAYS

KEEPING US SAFE
Most cruise lines require guests to be
fully vaccinated before boarding and
some also require a recent, negative
COVID test. Each cruise line has
different protocols as do the ports and
destinations.
Newly-eased travel measures no longer
require fully vaccinated Canadians and
permanent residents to undergo a
three-night hotel quarantine, a Day 8
COVID test or a 14-day home
quarantine on their return to Canada
but pre-arrival and on-arrival PCR tests
are still required. Check all entry and
travel requirements before making your
travel arrangements and be sure to
download the ArriveCan mobile app
on your phone. Answer all necessary
questions at least 72 hours prior to your
arrival or return home and check with
your airline regarding their Covid-19
travel policies.
Booking your vacation with a travel
professional ensures that you’ll have
assistance with the new rules and
regulations that vary by country and
continent.

Returning to the rivers
• In June, Uniworld’s newest Super Ships resumed sailing in Italy with

the debut of the freshly transformed S.S. La Venezia. S.S. Bon Voyage
is now sailing the Garonne, Dordogne and Gironde, while S.S. Joie de
Vivre sails the Seine and S.S. Catherine sails Burgundy and Provence
itineraries. S.S. São Gabriel, is offering Porto Roundtrip and Porto to
Lisbon departures, while cruises between Budapest and Passau have
resumed aboard S.S. Maria Theresa. Sailings between Vienna and
Nuremberg are back in mid-August aboard the River Princess and
Splendors of Egypt and the Nile itineraries sailing Cairo roundtrip
aboard the S. S. Sphinx and River Tosca resume on September 25.

• Avalon

Waterways has announced Health & Safety Protocols
requiring that all guests ages 12 and older show proof of full COVID19 vaccination completed at least 14-days prior to embarkation.

• Scenic Group’s Scenic Luxury Cruises & Tours and Emerald
Cruises have both announced their return to sailing, beginning in
late July on the Douro and on the Rhine River in August. Emerald
Cruises will add the Danube in August, while Scenic sets sail on the
Garonne, Gironde and Dordogne rivers in Bordeaux. Scenic sailings
on the Danube begin in September.

• AmaWaterways has announced the return of the AmaDouro and
the AmaVida on the Douro, the AmaLyra and AmaKristina on the
Rhône, and the AmaDolce in the Bordeaux region. The AmaMagna,
AmaCerto, AmaLea, AmaBella, AmaVerde; AmaViola and Ama
Sonata will sail the Danube as the months progress. The Rhine River
will be graced by the AmaSiena, the AmaLucia and the AmaPrima.
• American Queen Steamboat Company has announced the introduction of SafeCruise, an enhanced set of health and safety protocols
featuring pre-boarding, boarding and onboard processes and is
currently sailing safely on several US rivers.
• Crystal River Cruises will return to river cruising in August with
2021 itineraries that feature 35 voyages exploring the historic cities,
cultural treasures and UNESCO World Heritage Sites of the Rhine,
Danube and Moselle rivers. Every 2021 river voyage will be highlighted by at least two or three overnight stays.
• Riviera River Cruises is now sailing Douro, Porto and Salamanca
river itineraries while Danube, Seine, Rhine and Rhône departures
all resume in early August.
• Beginning in August, Tauck will also return to the Douro, the
Seine, Rhône and the Saône.

CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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Cuadro 44

Quite a stretch!
In 2019, Windstar Cruises embarked on the bold Star Plus Initiative, designed to stretch all three Star Plus Class ships – Star Breeze, Star Legend and Star Pride –
by inserting new mid-sections, adding 50 new suites, reimagined public spaces and additional amenities. Guest capacity increased from 212 to 312 guests.
The second of the transformed ships – Star Legend – has now completed her part of the $250 million Star Plus Initiative and will begin cruising in Northern
Europe in September 2021. Transformation highlights include: Star Grill by Steven Raichlen, an outdoor barbecue concept restaurant; Cuadro 44 by Michelin
chef Anthony Sasso, a Spanish small plates restaurant; an enhanced fitness and spa centre; an expanded pool and a hot tub on an elevated top deck with
expansive lounging areas. An additional highlight: two innovative Owner’s Suites that can be combined to create a more than 1,300 sq. ft., three-bedroom,
two-balcony suite – a first in the cruise industry.

ONCE UPON A RIVER…
Introducing Avalon Waterways’
Storyteller Series
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL
1-800-268-3636, VISIT AVALONWATERWAYS.CA, OR
CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED TRAVEL ADVISOR.
3280 Bloor St. W, Centre Tower, Suite 400, Toronto, ON M8X 2X3, TICO#1893755/50015835
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COURTESY WINDSTAR

| NEWSWORTHY

Be the F1RST

COURTESY NORWEGIAN CRUISE LINE

The newest, fabulous ship from Norwegian Cruise Line will be the Norwegian
Prima, launching in August 2022. You can be among the first to explore the
expansive outdoor deck space, including a 360˚ seaside stroll along the
breathtaking Ocean Boulevard, on the most spacious new cruise ship at sea.
The first of six ships within NCL’s new Prima Class (Prima meaning “First” in
Italian), she will offer many new outdoor experiences, including dining options
along the seaside, as well as a wide variety of suite categories available at sea.
Take your taste buds on a tour at Prima’s outdoor Indulge Food Hall; swim up to
the horizon in one of her infinity pools at the Infinity Beach, or head over to The
Concourse to admire and capture the beautiful, interactive artwork available
there. Prima will also boast a redefined The Haven by Norwegian, NCL’s ultrapremium key card-only access ship-within-a-ship concept, featuring the personal
service of a 24-hour butler and a world of extra amenities. She will carry 3,215
guests on board and debut with a series of 10-night Northern Europe itineraries
between Amsterdam and Copenhagen before heading to North America,
eventually settling in Port Canaveral for her five, seven, and nine-day sailings to
the Western Caribbean.

TOMASSEREDA / ISTOCK

Celebrate travel’s comeback
with Insight Vacations

Iceland

Beginning now and for the remainder of 2021, the
award-winning leader in premium guided tours is
offering 145+ Definite Departures to some of the most
popular destinations across Europe, the Eastern
Mediterranean and Egypt, including popular tours to
Italy, France and Iceland. Canadians eager to start
checking off their bucket lists again will be treated to
stays at stylish hand-picked hotels, authentic local
dining options, the assistance of knowledgeable Travel
Directors and the newly added Well-Being Director
as well as unique Insight Experiences. Some favourite
tours are the Adriatic mega yacht cruises featuring
stops in Split and Dubrovnik combined with visits to
the wine country and time at the beach; Greek Island
Hopper tours exploring Athens and the scenic islands
of Santorini and Mykonos; Country Roads of France
including the Côte D’Azur and Monaco and Iceland
and the Northern Lights tour which takes guests to
Reykjavik, the Blue Lagoon, hot springs, waterfalls
and volcanos – a once-in-a-lifetime experience.
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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| NEWSWORTHY

The MSC Group recently announced the launch of
an exciting new brand: Explora Journeys, which
will include four ultra-luxury ships. Explora I, will
arrive in 2023 and will have fourteen decks of indoor
public spaces as well as expansive outdoor decks
with three outdoor pools and 64 private cabanas.
An indoor pool with a retractable glass roof, along
with indoor and outdoor whirlpool baths on the
promenade deck, will create a relaxing seaside
atmosphere. Guests will enjoy a generous selection
of bars and lounges, and nine distinctly different
restaurants, each offering flexible dining times
and celebrating global cuisine and locally sourced
ingredients. Each ship will have 461 oceanfront
suites and residences, all with floor-to-ceiling
windows and private terraces. Non-conventional
arrival and departure times and overnight stays will
provide exclusive once-in-a-lifetime experiences.
The inaugural itinerary collection for Explora I
will blend iconic destinations such as Saint Tropez,
Bordeaux and Reykjavik, with lesser-known
gems such as Kastellorizo, Bozcaada and the
Lofoten Islands.

12
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COURTESY MSC

Announcing Explora Journeys

COURTESY MSC

LLOYD SMITH / SHUTTERSTOCK

Heritage on the river

An ultramodern urban metropolis at sea

AmaWaterways has partnered with the global leader in family
history and consumer genomics, Ancestry to offer guests a unique
opportunity to explore their specific family histories while enjoying a
luxurious river cruise. The unique Ancestry Experience package also
offers pre-cruise private consultations, family history research, and
onboard presentations. Each curated excursion will be accompanied
by an expert genealogist. The first cruise in the series, “Heritage on the
River: Your Personalized Ancestry Experience”, will depart July 30,
2022 from Amsterdam, aboard the 156-guest AmaStella, and will
follow the Rhine River, visiting Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany,
France and Switzerland as guests trace their roots and follow in their
ancestors’ footsteps. Guests will receive a private onboard
consultation with the expert genealogist to review their family tree
and will enjoy an Ancestry-specific group excursion hosted by their
expert genealogist.

MSC World Europa, the MSC World class ship prototype that will launch in
December 2022, promises to be an “ultramodern urban metropolis at sea”
comprised of a collection of distinct districts. Offering everything from a
tranquil adults-only section to a lively promenade with entertainment, shops
and bars, to a separate family district with as many as ten new kid’s facilities,
the World Europa will have six pools, 14 whirlpools, and an Aquapark with
integrated virtual reality technology. World Europa’s 13 dining venues,
including six specialty restaurants and a wealth of pubs and lounges will
celebrate artisanal and craft products. Guests will choose from 19 different
accommodation categories ranging from balcony suites and staterooms
overlooking the promenade to duplex MSC Yacht Club suites with large
balconies and private hot tubs. A full 65 percent of staterooms will feature
balconies. The Spiral – a stunning stainless steel slide spanning 11 decks
and offering a thrilling ride from the top deck to the promenade – will be a
not-to-be missed adventure.

Silversea makes a triumphant return

COURTESY SILVERSEA

In June, Silversea returned to global operations with the
launch of their stunning new flagship, Silver Moon, the
unveiling of S.A.L.T., an exciting new culinary program,
and the inaugural sailing of their new expedition
vessel, Silver Origin, from San Cristobal in the Galápagos.
Quite a month! Silver Origin, which features balcony-only
suites, will sail year-round, expedition voyages, offering the
highest expert guide-to-guest ratio in the Galápagos (1:10),
and the highest Zodiac-to-guest ratio (1:12.5). The first
destination-specific ship built by Silversea, Silver Origin is one
of the most energy-efficient ships in its class. Said Silversea’s
President and CEO Roberto Martinoli, “With the maiden
voyages of these two beautiful ships, we welcome guests to
rediscover exotic destinations, cultures, and cuisines... These
initial sailings will transport guests to our most sought-after
destinations in the Greek Isles and the Galápagos
Archipelago.” In July, Silver Muse will resume service to
Alaska, while Silver Shadow will explore Iceland.
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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| EXPEDITION CRUISING

Follow in the footsteps
of famous explorers

COURTESY PONANT

In October, PONANT will introduce their guests to the first luxury hybridelectric polar exploration vessel, Le Commandant-Charcot, the new
flagship of their fleet. Rooted in the company’s sustainable tourism
commitment, she is powered by LNG - liquefied natural gas, the cleanest
fuel available. Numerous guest activities include participative science,
hovercraft, hot air balloon and snowmobile excursions, lectures by
experts and more. Carrying no more than 270 guests on board,
Le Commandant-Charcot is a Polar Class 2 certified vessel providing
her guests with unique experiences in the polar world not accessible by
others. On her Total Solar Eclipse itinerary departing from Ushuaia on
November 30, 2021, Le Commandant-Charcot will sail through the Drake
Passage. Considered a badge of honour on Antarctic voyages, she then
arrives to the Weddell Sea, the only area in the world where the solar
eclipse will be 100 percent visible, on December 4. Guests will disembark
onto the ice pack to witness this natural phenomenon as the moon
passes between Earth and the sun. In a region where the sun never
quite sets, it will be enveloped in complete darkness for a few minutes.

Atlas Ocean Voyages, the all-inclusive, luxe-adventure expedition cruise
brand, offers immersive experiences in compelling destinations accessible
only by small ships. World Navigator, Atlas’ newly constructed expedition
ship launches this August, and features not only SeaSpa, the first
L’OCCITANE spa at sea, but also the industry’s highest guest-space
ratio, as well as the first dedicated Solo Suites. Available aboard World
Navigator voyages beginning March 2022, the retro-chic, Solo Suites
will offer individual travellers suite-level experiences without a single
supplement. In the summer of 2021, World Navigator will alternate
departures from Athens (Piraeus), Greece, and Cairo (Alexandria), Egypt,
visiting UNESCO World Heritage Sites at nearly all of the 14 unique ports
of call, and including multiple nights in either Cairo or Mykonos, Greece.
Four sister ships, World Traveller, World Seeker, World Adventurer
and World Discoverer, will join the fleet by the end of 2023.

Solo Suite

COURTESY CRYSTAL

Crystal Endeavor, the first ever polar class yacht
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The most luxurious and expensive ship ever built at $20,000 per gross ton, Crystal
Endeavor sets a new standard in luxury cruising. With a significant space ratio, at
over 100 gross tons per guest, and the highest staff to guest ratio in the industry at
one-to-one, the ship’s design offers discerning travellers elegantly expansive private
and public spaces. Crystal Endeavor accommodates just 200 guests in 100 wellappointed all-veranda, all-butler serviced suites, among the most spacious in
expedition cruising. Throughout the ship, Crystal hallmarks accent guests’ onboard
experience: Michelin-inspired dining options including Umi Uma, the first and only
Japanese restaurant on an expedition ship, fine Italian cuisine at Prego, 24-hour
room service and optional Vintage Room experience; a glass-covered, two-story
solarium providing panoramic views from sea to sky; as well as a wrap-around
Promenade Deck. Expedition-specific amenities include high-tech enrichment
spaces, designated mudrooms, an Expedition Lounge and a Helicopter Lounge.
The ship’s marina will feature “toys” typically found aboard a private yacht for
further explorations, including a fleet of Zodiacs, kayaks, snorkel gear, a six-guest
submersible and two helicopters in select regions of the world. Crystal Endeavor
set sail on July 17 with five 10-night immersive voyages circumnavigating Iceland’s
most beautiful and fascinating locales. In September, she sails the Norwegian Fjords,
Scottish Isles and Breton and Bordeaux voyages before the ship heads to the
Antarctic Peninsula for her winter season.

COURTESY ATLAS OCEAN VOYAGES

Ultra-luxury expeditions go solo

| STAYING PLACES

Clayoquot Wilderness Lodge
Canada’s premiere glamping resort gets an Aussie makeover
make-over, with new king-size beds
dressed with linens, and bespoke
furnishings by local artisans. That will
happen ahead of this season, which runs
from June 17 to September 30.
Guests have an array of exhilarating
experiences to choose from, including
wildlife viewing (think bears, whales
and more), kayaking, rock climbing and
heli-adventures such as flyfishing on a
remote alpine lake. Whatever you do,
you’re surrounded by untouched oldgrowth forest, rugged mountains and
the jig-saw puzzle of islands and inlets
that makes up Clayoquot Sound.
Rates include gourmet dining in
The Cookhouse, where Aussie chef Asher
Blackford delivers contemporary cuisine
using local and seasonal ingredients.
(Blackford was executive chef at Baillie’s
Southern Ocean Lodge on Kangaroo Island
before it was destroyed by wildfire in 2020.)
But aside from a few Aussie accents,
Clayoquot Wilderness Lodge is still
essentially the same – a fun summer camp
for in-the-know adults (and their kids),
especially those who like a little glamping
with their camping.
— SUZANNE MORPHET

PHOTOS COURTESY CLAYOQUOT WILDERNESS LODGE

A NEW TEAM takes the reins at Clayoquot
Wilderness Lodge on Vancouver Island.
For most of us, the idea of camping
comfortably, let alone luxuriously, was long
a foreign concept. You had to book a highend safari in Africa for that, didn’t you?
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort
changed our minds back in 2000 when it
introduced roomy, prospector-style tents
furnished with antique dressers, Persian
carpets and real beds.
Staff would bring hot water to your
tent for your morning ablutions, after which
you could hike or ride horseback through
magnificent old-growth forest, return to
‘camp’ for a massage in the afternoon and
finish with a four-course dinner and wine
in the evening. Now that was camping.
So no wonder Baillie Lodges of
Australia wanted to add this Canadian
gem to its collection of luxury properties.
The new managers won’t mess with the
resort’s strong commitment to
sustainability – it is, after all, located in the
Clayoquot Sound UNESCO Biosphere
Reserve, a place where conservation
and biodiversity are highly valued.
What Baillie’s will do is give the
resort’s 25 white canvas tents a gentle

CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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Cruising Canada:

WEST COAST WINE ISLANDS

Finding a new appreciation
for vines and wines in
British Columbia’s Salish Sea
LIZ FLEMING
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Maple Leaf Adventures’ catamaran Cascadia

COURTESY MAPLE LEAF ADVENTURES

JEFF REYNOLDS / MAPLE LEAF ADVENTURES

W

HEN I BOOKED my Wine and Islands cruise with Maple
Leaf Adventures, I was excited… but a little hesitant.
Of course, I’d heard great things about the three vessels
the innovative company offers – a catamaran, a sloop and
a tugboat, all lovingly restored and offering every possible
creature comfort to the lucky few guests on each exclusive
adventure.
The rave reports about the onboard gourmet dining
and the carefully curated shore experiences had convinced me that this would be a fantastic way to explore
the coast of British Columbia. My only hesitation was an
allergy that would prevent me from taking part in the biggest feature – wine tasting.
So, as I flew on a small float plane from Vancouver to
Nanaimo to start my adventure, I was wondering: could a
non-drinker enjoy a week of total wine immersion? As it
turned out, I couldn’t imagine anyone who wouldn’t have
loved the experience.
The gleaming Maple Leaf Adventures catamaran
Cascadia bobbed gently in the Nanaimo harbour as I
arrived. With deep blue twin hulls punctuated at the
waterline by brilliant yellow bands, and gleaming white
cabins above, she is a passion project co-owned and operated by Kevin Smith and Maureen Gordon, who were both
on hand to greet me. Business and life partners, they’re
passionately outdoorsy and exude friendliness.
After a quick tour of the ship, which can accommodate a maximum of 24 guests, I was shown to my suite
which, though compact, included a spacious bathroom,
lots of gear storage and big sliding glass doors that filled
the room with light. Though some guests had smaller
rooms, mine had a small desk and chair in addition to a
comfy bed I could happily have plopped down on to
watch the rugged west coast scenery sail past. But there
were fellow guests to meet and an orientation session to
attend.
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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COURTESY MAPLE LEAF ADVENTURES
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A favourite stop was Pender
Island’s Sea Star Estate, a whimsical
winery where the vineyards sloped
gently to the sea and a friendly herd
of Babydoll Southdown sheep called
Brut, Reisling, Gamay and Dolce
wandered among the vines, keeping
the grass trimmed. In spite of myself,
I began to develop a genuine interest
in grape-growing and wine-making.
Tania worked her magic, introducing, explaining, teaching, sampling
and generally celebrating the wine,
terroir and vintners of the region. Our
meals on-board were culinary masterpieces created by a talented team in
a tiny galley below decks with a
generous chef who even managed to
squeeze us all into his tiny galley one
afternoon for an impromptu lesson on
making balsamic pearls. We learned to
drop boiling hot, reduced vinegar into
iced oil to make tiny, glossy baubles
of deliciousness. It’s a trick that still
dazzles my family and makes salad
sensational.
Lunches and dinners were served
in the comfortable salon, featured
delectable tasting menus of local
produce, seafood and meats, with
Tania presenting an array of local
vintages to go with each course, as
well as non-alcoholic pairings concocted from local juices and herbs.
At each meal, Tania provided guests
with a series of tasting cards that
listed and described the various
wines she was presenting, making
it easy for enthusiasts to buy their
favourites back on shore.

COURTESY MAPLE LEAF ADVENTURES

PHIL STONE / MAPLE LEAF ADVENTURES

We gathered – as we would several times each day – for a relaxed
information session and introduction
to Tania Tomaszewska, our brilliant
sommelier, teacher and guide for the
cruise. Her overview of the week’s
program promised not only daily
tastings but also visits to wineries
and vineyards on shore, as well as
guest appearances by local vintners
onboard the Cascadia. The other
guests – wine lovers all – buzzed
with excitement.
We sailed out of the Nanaimo
harbour and began our multi-day
exploration of the coastline and islands
of the Salish Sea, enjoying the view
from the gleaming aft deck of the
Cascadia. Though many of us had
visited Vancouver Island and were
fans of Victoria and Tofino, we’d
never seen the smaller, less-visited
islands of the Salish Sea. Letting the
wind and the weather make the decisions about where we’d land over
the course of our days at sea, Kevin
and Maureen took us to beautiful
hiking paths that stretched across
rocky cliffs, showed us leaf-strewn
forest paths and led us onto vast,
deserted beaches where tiny crabs
scuttled and seabirds left spindly,
wet footprints in the sand.
Tania showed us vineyards
where the rich aroma of ripening
grapes hung in the air, and introduced
us to passionate winemakers who
welcomed us to their pressing rooms
and offered their finest creations.

Though there was only one
common area on the ship that encompassed both dining and lounge
areas, we never felt crowded as there
was plenty of seating, a well-stocked
library of books on subjects ranging
from the local geography and history
to the Indigenous legends of the
area, as well as a large screen map
that showed our location in real time.
A coffee and tea bar was always
available and many guests enjoyed
curling up to read about our next
day’s destinations. For those who
sometimes suffered from insomnia
or were looking for a spot for a latenight chat, it was a much-appreciated feature. On warm evenings,
guests sat on the aft deck or enjoyed
a soak in the hot tub while those
who loved to imagine a second
career as a captain made their way to
the always-open bridge.

This page from top:
Guests enjoy the
view from
Cascadia’s aft deck.
Maple Leaf
Adventures owners
Kevin Smith (left)
and Maureen
Gordon (right) with
sommelier Tania
Tomaszewska.
Our chef’s balsamic
pearls add an extra
burst of flavour to a
salad.
Facing page:
Guests explore
a remote beach.
Blue Grouse Winery
in the Cowichan
Valley on Vancouver
Island.

KAYLEEN VANDEREE / MAPLE LEAF ADVENTURES

COURTESY MAPLE LEAF ADVENTURES
COURTESY BLUE GROUSE WINERY

There are 419 islands in the Salish
Sea and together, they represent a land
mass of 3,660 sq kms, all sheltered by
the great swell of Vancouver Island.
The sea itself is 16,925 sq kms – an
area that stretches north to Campbell
River, BC, south to Olympia, Washington, east to Neah Bay and includes
the cosmopolitan cities of Vancouver
and Seattle. Though our five-day cruise
allowed us to explore just a small,
glorious fraction of that fascinating sea,
our days with Kevin, Maureen and
Tania were more than enough for us to
develop a thirst to discover more.
For those who long for more of
the Maple Leaf Adventures experience,
cruises are also available on Swell,
a refurbished tugboat that welcomes
12 guests, and on Maple Leaf, a sleek
sailing sloop that welcomes just eight
lucky guest sailors, manned by a crew
of five. n
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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COURTESY ST. LAWRENCE CRUISE LINES

Set amidst the splendour of the
St. Lawrence River, a voyage here
is a journey of discovery
TIM JOHNSON

St. Lawrence Cruise Lines’ Canadian Empress
makes its way through the scenic Thousand Islands

IAN CORISTINE / ST. LAWRENCE CRUISE LINES

I

N SOME WAYS, it’s a world hidden from millions,
skirted and passed by multitudes of drivers every
single day, a place of blue water and little islands and
tiny straits and tucked-away homes. And, of course,
the occasional castle. Every turn is a new discovery,
each moment, a novel revelation. Yesterday, on a
helicopter tour from the town of Gananoque, I had
seen it all from above, the sweep of the scenery spanning
two nations. And now, on the water, for several days,
I will experience the secrets of this river and this region.
And at the moment, I’m happy to sit on the top deck, pull
up a chair, sip a beer, and watch it all unfold.
Set a couple of hours northeast of Toronto, Ontario’s
Thousand Islands region is a famous place, drawing tourists
from around the world. Though it’s set in one of Canada’s
most populous areas, just a fraction of those living nearby
visit, and even fewer get to see it like this. So much of
the beauty here is unlocked on the water, and, cruising
on a five-day, four-night voyage aboard a small ship with
St. Lawrence Cruise Lines, I get to see its most intimate
corners, in detail.
Arriving in Kingston, I board the Canadian Empress,
which docks right in the heart of the city. Built to replicate
a 1908 steamship (but actually launched in the 1980s), the
Empress carries a maximum of just 66 guests, creating a
level of familiarity among those on board that exceeds even
that experienced on European river ships.
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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A brand-new renovation has overhauled both staterooms and public
spaces like the Grand Salon, completely transforming this dining and
lounge space from a dark, Victorian
area to a bright one, adding shades of
white all over, plus a marble bar, and
new windows that showcase the
moving landscape outside. “After all,
we’re on board to see the river,” says
owner Jason Clark, who is aboard
during my voyage.
He notes that this one-ship line
has been family-owned since its
inception, his father and uncle running
the company prior to his ascension.
The updates were a labour of love, he
says, and an attempt to fuse the original vision for this ship with the demands and desires of modern cruisers.
22
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This page
(clockwise from
above):
St. Lawrence Cruise
Lines’ Canadian
Empress.
Grand Salon.
Aft deck lounge.
Sterling room.
Facing page:
Soldiers fire a six
pounder field gun.
at Fort Wellington.
Canadian Empress
ship’s officers.
Magnificent Boldt
Castle boasts 127
rooms including 30
bedrooms.

Entry-level staterooms are small and
spare but comfortable, most with two
single beds, although bathrooms were
updated in the refit, with new sinks
and vanities. (Larger suites near the
bow offer a double bed, and quite a bit
more space.) The ship itself is compact, but personal, with three decks,
including a sundeck with a shuffleboard court and lines of new-feeling
deck chairs, a favourite gathering place
for those on board.
Soon after leaving the city, we’re
in the heart of the islands. The St.
Lawrence is a mighty river, emptying
the entirety of the Great Lakes into the
Atlantic, but here, it feels like dozens
of small straits, dotted with more than
a thousand islands. (Trevor Houle,
the chief purser and a precise man,
tells me that the archipelago actually
contains 1,864 islands.) Every minute
on the water brings a new tableau –
over here, a barren islet that looks like
something painted by the Group of
Seven, or over there, a homey scene
like a colourful wooden cottage,
elevated over a rock face, a couple of
people waving from a spacious deck.
Around another turn, a lighthouse,
seeming to hover over cool flow.
Up above, soaring spans connect two

nations, the big suspension bridges
joining Canada with the United States.
We sail Millionaire’s Row, where
the wealthiest beneficiaries of the
Industrial Revolution arrived when
they came north, starting in the 19th
century, to build “cottages.” Actually,
massive castles, these were rambling
retreats where they spent summers
soaking up the sun and breathing
fresh air, far from their belching factories in the city. The two most famous,
which still remain, are Singer Castle,
commissioned by sewing machine
magnate Frederick Bourne, and the
magnificent Boldt Castle.
The latter, which we circum
navigate, Smith providing commentary to me on the top deck as we sip
glasses of wine, is the subject of many
legends. Constructed on Hart Island as
a gift to his wife by hotelier George
Boldt (who famously ran New York’s
Waldorf-Astoria), the building boasts
127 rooms, including 30 bedrooms,
plus a Roman-themed swimming pool
and a working elevator (a wonder
back then). The tycoon even re-shaped
the island to form a heart. But work
here abruptly ceased in 1904, when
Boldt learned of the untimely death of
his wife, Louise. He never returned.

PHOTOS COURTESY ST. LAWRENCE CRUISE LINES
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Making a visit to the wheelhouse,
Captain Tristan McCoubrey tells me
that this is a special river. Sitting behind a big, wooden pirate’s wheel,
and constantly making adjustments,
he remembers when he started sailing
the St. Lawrence with his grandfather
as a small child. And while he later
worked on Great Lakes freighters and
tuna-fishing boats off the west coast,
these islands brought him home.
“This is our backyard,” he says.
Mate Ross Richardson, standing by his
side, adds, “We’re from the area, this
is our way of life – we enjoy this river,
even when we have a day off, we are
out here in our own boats.”

“This is our
backyard.
We’re from
the area, this
is our way of
life – we enjoy
this river, even
when we have
a day off, we
are out here
in our own
boats.”

And I enjoy it too, hopping off
for shore excursions to places like the
Fort Wellington National Historic Site
and Upper Canada Village, where
costumed interpreters take us back
to the 1860s, playing some period
tunes on a fiddle. We also learn the
fascinating story of the Lost Villages,
whole communities wiped out by
the development of the St. Lawrence
Seaway.
I explore on foot, walking the
waterfront in small towns like Brockville and Prescott, places I’ve driven
past, but never seen.
Back on board, life is relaxed,
the top-deck shuffleboard court busy,

the chairs on the stern usually filled
with guests enjoying a cocktail from
the nearby bar.
We proceed through big locks
and past massive cargo ships, their
decks dwarfing us, the bridge
announcing their size and ports of
origin, often from across the world.
Making our way back to
Kingston, I pull up a lounger on the
top deck. The sun is setting, islands
stand on our horizon, and one of the
big bridges looms, ahead. The voyage
will soon end, but right here, I feel
like I could stay in this hidden world,
exploring all its eddies and coves and
islets and islands, forever. n
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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The mysteries of

THE NILE
A cruise along the epic Nile through Egypt
is the best way to explore this ancient land
in full Agatha Christie style. Though her fictional travels
were fraught with murder and mayhem,
the Queen of Crime certainly knew how to pick
luxurious and romantic destinations.
JAMIE ROSS
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| NILE

WHAT WE REALLY NEED HERE,
I am thinking, is a good, old-fashioned
murder. I am lounging in a shaded
area on the Sanctuary Sunboat III sundeck, a cold Sakara Gold in hand, and
my favourite Agatha Christie mystery
open on my lap. While contemplating
Death on the Nile, I watch life on the
river drift past. Old men fish from diminutive skiffs using two-by-fours as
oars, hawkers paddle alongside our
vessel to flog colourful gallabiyahs
and embroidered kaftans, while along
the shore, young shepherds trot by on
donkeys, herding cattle and goats.
Weary camels shelter in the soft shade
of palms and women scrub clothes,
while children splash in the shallows,
stopping their play to wave. The Nile
is not in a hurry – there is beauty and
delicious calm in a scene that seems
unchanged over thousands of years.
As dusk settles, haunting calls to
prayers echo over the water.
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Before Christie’s characters
board their fateful cruise in her
famous mystery, they kick things off
at the Old Cataract Hotel in Aswan.
Our small group of 24 gathered for
our Nile adventure at the Marriott
Mena House on the edge of the
expansive city of Cairo. As a backdrop on the dusty Giza plateau, the
pyramids of Khufu, Khafre, and
Menkaure, Egypt’s monuments to
eternity, rise above the desert sands.
My 12-day Egyptian journey
with Scenic Luxury Cruises and Tours
will take me from Cairo, with its
pyramids, Sphynx, Islamic mosques
and the fascinating Egyptian Museum,
to the vibrant city of Luxor. Once
known as Thebes, this ancient city
was the capital of Egypt and remains
a striking testimony to Egyptian civilization at its height. We visit the
awe-inspiring temples of Karnak and
Luxor, and then take a ferryboat across
the Nile to explore the Temple of the

Egyptian Queen Hatshepsut beneath
the cliffs of Deir el Bahri and the
necropolises in the Valley of the Kings.
From Luxor I booked passage
for the 228-kilometre trip south to
Aswan, not on Christie’s fictional
paddle-wheeler Karnak, but Scenic’s
graceful Sanctuary Sunboat III.
In 47 BC, Julius Caesar sailed up the
Nile with his love Cleopatra and
the journey has been favoured by
the curious and romantic ever since.
The sundeck on our 197-foot boutique
cruiser is known as “Cleopatra’s
Oasis,” with its sculpted swimming
pool, tented sanctuaries and Sahara
lounge. Though my suite is comfortable and elegant, with its four-poster
canopied bed and river view, it is to
this upper oasis that I am drawn.
As the lines are released and we
slip into the current, white egrets
lift off from the bank, an elegant
dahabiya ploughs downstream and
colourful, single-sailed feluccas flit
about like butterflies. I take in my
shipmates – an international group
from Australia, the U.S. and Canada.
Perhaps they are not sinister or
furtive enough for my liking, but the
group size will make it easier to snoop
out a murderer.
Our intimate ship was launched
in 1993 and fully renovated in 2006,
modelled on the opulent era of the
1930s. It boasts exquisite facilities;
style, comfort and refinement are reflected throughout. The polished wood
of the reception, bar and restaurant is
calmed by pastel awnings and plush
cushions. The decor offers quiet, understated charm and an understanding
of place. The shallow-drafted vessel is
able to reach places which larger ships
cannot.
The nostalgic atmosphere on
board does not disappoint, nor does
the cuisine. Three times a day
spectacular dishes are brought up
from the kitchen; a mixture of local
delicacies and international fare, with
friendly waiters competing to carry
plates to the table.
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“Cleopatra’s Oasis” on the sun deck

SANCTUARY RETREATS

MEANMACHINE77

Sanctuary Sunboat III at Aswan

Lower terrace dining

Karnak Temple, Luxor
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Top: On Poirot’s
cruise in 1937, Abu
Simbel was a stop
on the banks of the
Nile.
Above: Abu Simbel
as it appears today,
having been moved
to higher ground
when the Aswan
High Dam was
constructed. The
figures represent
Pharaoh Ramses II
and Queen
Nefertari.
Top right: The
historic Old Cataract
hotel in Aswan
where Agatha
Christie wrote
Death on the Nile.
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Evening entertainment includes
a colourful ‘gallabiyah party’ which
allows guests the opportunity to
dress up in traditional Egyptian
clothing and dance to Arabic music
– the perfect night for a crime,
I’m thinking. There is also a whirling
Dervish show, a cooking demonstration and illuminating lectures by the
tour Egyptologist.
Nile cruises have long offered
the best way to visit Egypt’s temples
and villages. We dock at a bend in
the river and take a short excursion
through the village’s noisy, chaotic
marketplace to the Temple of
Kom Ombo, which commemorates

CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES

two gods – the falcon-headed Horus
the sky god and Sobek the crocodile
god. Most temples still have intact
hieroglyphics adorning their walls
and deciphering their story provides
a fascinating insight into ancient
Egypt.
Our four-night cruise ends in
Aswan. Standing proudly on the
river’s edge, the Old Cataract Hotel
is as much an Aswan landmark as the
city’s ancient remains. Built in 1899,
and since updated with luxurious
amenities while maintaining its
sophisticated glamour, the hotel
conjures up the golden age of travel,
of wealthy guests and colonial administrators sipping cocktails on the terrace at sunset. It is a beautiful view
across to Elephantine Island where
feluccas and motor launches crowd
the narrow passages of the Nile.
Agatha Christie stayed here after
completing her own river cruise, and
in her top-floor suite wrote Death on
the Nile. In the story Hercule Poirot
remarks on the view: “It enchants
me. The black rocks of Elephantine,
and the sun, and the little boats on
the river. Yes, it is good to be alive.”
I tour Christie’s suite and then cool
off from the heat in the pool overlooking the river. In the evening I
join the group for dinner at 1902, the
hotel’s stylish and opulent restaurant

and find myself enchanted in much
the same way as the great detective.
Our last stop 300 kms south of
Aswan is Abu Simbel, where the
iconic temples of Ramesses II and his
queen Nefertari were carved into the
mountain. When the Aswan High
dam was constructed in the 1960s
and Lake Nasser created, UNESCO
rushed to save the temple, painstakingly disassembling the structure and
moving it to higher ground. Though
we take a short flight to reach the
temple, on Poirot’s Karnak cruise in
1937, Abu Simbel was a stop on the
banks of the Nile. In Christie’s story,
a stone from the temple is sent
tumbling down as part of a murder
attempt but nothing so exciting happens to us. This grand monument –
even minus the rolling stone – is well
worth the visit.
Egypt not only capitalizes on its
mythology and history; it revels in
them. The old and new live side by
side and depend on each other. In
uncovering and understanding the
afterlife, death on the Nile is a daily
part of our own Egyptian journey.
This mystery and romance is what
made the Nile an ideal setting for
Agatha Christie’s story, and for my
own delightful tour – where all that
was missing was the customary
corpse. n

DISCOVER MIDLAND – THE HEART OF GEORGIAN BAY
The largest freshwater marina in the world

Situated at the southern end of Georgian Bay and gateway to more
than 30,000 picturesque islands, the Town of Midland and its harbour
offers a picturesque, natural attraction that tourists worldwide have
enjoyed for years. The summer season affords an opportunity to
view the beautiful horticultural displays and enjoy the array of quaint
boutiques and galleries, restaurants and services, as well as the
beautiful murals in the downtown core.
Sainte-Marie Among the Hurons – Ontario’s first European Community,
and the French Jesuit Mission’s Headquarters to the Huron Ouendat
people offers insight into Ontario’s history and culture. In 1639, the
Jesuits, along with French lay workers, began construction of a fenced
community that included barracks, a church, workshops, residences,
and a sheltered area for Native visitors. Re-created on its original site,
where the mission’s compelling story comes to life, visit a carpenter’s
and blacksmith’s shop, the Refectory, the Christian Longhouse and
many more buildings. See the site of Jesuit graves as you tour this
fantastic venue.
Discovery Harbour – Dating from the late 1700s and established as a
strategic site for a naval base, Discovery Harbour offers a fascinating
insight into naval and maritime history. Replicas of a warship, HMS
Tecumseth and supply ship Bee, and the Commanding Officer’s House
dating from the Georgian era are just some remarkable aspects of
this unique place.
Wye Marsh Wildlife Centre – Visitors discover raptors and reptiles in
the interpretive display hall and can canoe and kayak on a guided tour
through the marsh channels, visit the observation tower, floating
boardwalks, see waterfowl, the bee house, and so much more.

BACK IN TIME

Exploring Turkey’s historic sites

Above:
(Left) The Gallipoli
Peninsula Historical
National Park
commemorates the
Battle of Gallipoli,
during the First
World War.
(Right) Troy’s
popular wooden
Trojan Horse.
Facing page:
Ancient ruins of the
Library of Celsus in
Ephesus, Turkey.
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For Aussies and Kiwis, the
Gallipoli Peninsula is a compulsory
addition; for anyone, it’s a visceral
reminder of war. As we arrive at the
highest point of the peninsula, the
oversized statues and flags com
memorating over 10,000 soldiers who
fought here are surrounded by dusty
trenches, still visible a century later.
Heading south to the opposite
side of the Dardanelles, the next site
is something I always thought was
more folktale than reality: the city of
Troy, now called Hisarlik in the
province of Canakkale. In centuries
past, this was an important trading
port that became the stuff of legends
thanks to two of literature’s earliest
bestsellers: The Illiad and The
Odyssey by Homer, poems by the
Greek scribe detailing Odysseus and
the 10-year battle to control Troy.

ELIF AKAY / SHUTTERSTOCK
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’M STANDING ON A grassy bank,
staring at the sparkling Aegean Sea.
A gentle breeze blows, and although
there’s a steady stream of people,
most of us are silent, not because of
the pretty view, but because we’re
standing on the former battleground
of Gallipoli. Officially The Gallipoli
Peninsula Historical National Park,
this entire area was proclaimed a
memorial to World War I by Mustafa
Kemal Ataturk, a former field marshal
during the war, and the founder of
the Republic of Turkey.
Although a somber beginning to
exploring Turkey with G Adventures,
the country, which straddles two
continents, has many sites that
link back to major moments in the
timeline of our planet, and can
easily be a visual history book for
travellers.
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The tour of this UNESCO World
Heritage site reveals the stone walls
of the ancient city, an area that dates
to 3000 BC, with major excavation
done by Heinrich Schliemann in
1870. There are nine layers of Troy,
stacked on top of each other, with
many centuries to be discovered, but
the most popular stop is a three-story
high wood horse (aka the Trojan
horse) adjacent to the gift shop.
There, tourists can pretend to be
the Greeks, hiding within to surprise
the citizens of Troy.
Jumping ahead in time, and
farther south, we arrive in the town
of Selcuk, near one of the most
popular historic attractions of Turkey:
Ephesus. But before we enter the
ancient city built by the Greeks and
Romans, we ascend to a hill to visit
the golden Statue of the Virgin Mary,

FOKKEBOK / ISTOCK
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Istanbul skyline at sunset

THE LURE OF ISTANBUL
The Grand Bazaar beckons visitors with
its myriad of vendors, offering Turkish
souvenirs like carpets, textiles, scarves
and ceramics while the Misir Carcici aka
the Spice Bazaar pleases all the senses
with sweet tastes of lokum (Turkish
delight), dried fruits, tea, coffee and
spices. Ongoing restoration work is
preserving the Blue Mosque and the
Hagia Sophia, but go across the street
to head underground to the Basilica
Cistern, the city’s oldest water storage,
built by the Roman Emperor Justin
in 532 AD on the site of a former
3rd century basilica.
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Blue Mosque

The Bar
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Grand Bazaar

Ancient city of Ephesus

WAHEEDA HARRIS

erected by the faithful in tribute as
she reportedly spent her last years in
Ephesus. It is here that the first
church was called the Virgin Mary
Church and in 431 AD, an Ecumenical Council of Christians confirmed
Mary would be referred to as the
Mother of God by the Church.
Descending the hills to enter the
gates of Ephesus, the rising sun illuminates the oversized slabs of marble, a
hallmark of the building blocks of this
historic place. Founded by the Greeks,
Ephesus was one of the 12 cities of
the Ionian League and by 129 BC,
the city flourished under the Romans.
The Temple of Artemis, now a
few columns and marble pieces, was
once one of the seven wonders of the
ancient world, but for many visitors
the must-see is the Library of Celsus,
the only library built by Romans still
standing today. Although the contents
are long gone, rumoured to have
been destroyed by the Goths when
they sacked the city in 262 BC, the
symmetrical Corinthian columns and
façade are a lodestone for shutterbugs,
as are the statues of female virtues:
Sophia (wisdom), Epistome (knowledge) Arete (excellence) and Ennoia
(intelligence).
From the communal toilets and
baths, to the terrace houses revealing
Roman mosaics and frescoes, to
the immense Amphitheatre where
gladiators and wild creatures battled,
Ephesus showcased the Roman
lifestyle – a people who loved their
comforts and embraced art, culture
and entertainment. Although this is
the ancient world, it’s still influencing
the modern world: a monumental
archway in Ephesus was decorated
with a stone carving of Nike, the
Greek goddess of victory and her
symbol, easily recognizable as the
logo used by the American sports
wear company which bears her name.
In the evening, we’re in the
town of Selcuk, where travellers
meet to swap stories over beer and
share Turkish cuisine faves like
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pide (pizza), lamb kebabs and mezze
platters of roasted red peppers, eggplant, spiced yoghurt and pita, while
high above the lively outdoor cafes,
the foundations of Roman aqueducts
are still standing.
Farther south, we’re now on the
shores of the Aegean Sea, zipping
through towns which swell each summer with vacationers wanting sunny

Ephesus
showcased
the Roman
lifestyle –
a people who
loved their
comforts and
embraced art,
culture and
entertainment.

beach days and evenings spent at the
waterside restaurants. We’re welcomed
into the town of Ayvalik to a 19th century mansion, now a boho boutique
hotel, where rooms feature Turkish
textiles, patterned tiles and painted
wood furniture and shared spaces have
low benches or piles of pillows and
kilims, for lounging inside or on the
balcony overlooking the town’s skyline.
Walking the cobblestone streets,
as the adhan is blasted to the faithful
from the mosque to come for prayer,
we’re ushered into çöp(m)adam,
a local cooperative supported by
Planeterra, the charitable foundation
created by G Adventures. Women of
any age are welcomed here to learn
how to sew, using recycled fabrics,
pushing their boundaries and redefining the idea that a woman’s place is
in the home.
After tea and conversation to
learn about the foundation’s ongoing
support for the community, it’s hard
to resist the shop’s items, like funky
tote bags made from old advertis
ing banners and colourful sachets
created from donated remnants filled
with locally-sourced dried lavender.
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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Clockwise from top:
Ancient Greek
amphitheater in the
city of Hierapolis
near Pamukkale.
Sufi men whirl in
devotion.
Natural pools
and terraces in
Pamukkale.
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Our last stop on the history timetable
is to Denizli and the former Roman
spa city of Hierapolis. As with
Ephesus, the city was founded by
the Greeks in the second century BC,
and became the hot spot of the
Romans, proclaimed a necoros
(sanctuary) and a healing centre
because of its hot springs.
The pièce de resistance is the
marble and limestone theatre built
by Emperor Hadrian in the second
century AD, with 45 rows of seats,
and one of the best-surviving Roman
theatres to view anywhere. As visitors
take their ritual selfies in the seats,
there’s an alternative; shelling out
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money to one of the locals dressed as
a gladiator, poised with weapons –
the man to rescue you from imaginary
enemies.
After a quick soak in the healing
waters, floating over ancient columns
now sunk in the pools, we walk to
Pammukkale, the cotton castle forma
tions that dominate the edge of the
former Hierapolis and the skyline of
Denizli. Calcium carbonate along with
an endless supply of mineral-rich

waters has formed these distinctive
terraced pools, where visitors can
soak their feet, hoping for a healthy
side effect. Our night ends with a
spiritual ritual: as the music plays,
four Sufi men whirl in devotion, the
simple movement a communication
to God, connecting their past, present
and future. Like so much in Turkey,
its history is what is encouraging
visitors to keep returning to their
shores. n

DISCOVER BEYOND

CLOSER TO HOME
You don’t have to go far to ﬁnd a remarkable vacation. You can spark curiosity on an
adventure close to home. A world of cultures is yours to discover within the reaches of North
America. From the majesty of the Great Lakes, to the remote wilderness of Alaska,
treasured destinations and immersive experiences await.
ENJOY UP TO $2,000 BONUS SAVINGS ON 2022 VOYAGES
GREAT LAKES | ALASKA & THE PACIFIC COAST | CANADA & NEW ENGLAND
SOUTHEAST USA | MEXICO & THE YUCATAN PENINSULA

OUR ALL-INCLUSIVE FARES INCLUDE:
• 1-NIGHT PRE-CRUISE HOTEL STAY
with FREE ground transfers between
the hotel and the vessel
• UNLIMITED SHORE EXCURSIONS
available in port aboard deluxe,
private motorcoaches
• UNLIMITED WIFI

• UNLIMITED BEVERAGES
including an extensive wine list,
choice spirits, local craft beers and
specialty coffees
• OPEN BARS AND LOUNGES
throughout the vessel including a
smoothie and juice bar EVERY morning

• ALTERNATIVE DINING featuring fresh
lobster and USDA Prime Beef available
EVERY night
• 24-HOUR IN-ROOM DINING
• LIVE, DAILY ENTERTAINMENT
AND ENRICHMENT

CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL PRO FESSIO NAL
FOR D ETAILS OR VIS IT WWW. VICTORYCRUISE LINE S. COM
Off er expires August 31, 2021 Bonus savings shown are per stateroom, valid on select voyages for new bookings only, exclude group bookings and payment is due in full at the time
of booking. Fares, savings and eligible itineraries are capacity-controlled and may be changed or withdrawn at any time. For full terms and conditions, visit
www.VictoryCruiseLines.com. Not responsible for errors or omissions. Mention Off er Code: FREEDOM ©2021 Victory Operating Company, LLC. Vessel registry: Bahamas

SAILING
BEYOND
THE EDGE
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The remarkable Celebrity Edge is a masterpiece of design with a spacious,
stylish and sophisticated look and feel. The Retreat for Suite Guests is fantastic,
and the whole Celebrity experience delivers a memorable, top-notch cruise.
VANESSA LEE

PHOTOS COURTESY CELEBRITY CRUISES

I
Facing page:
Private cabanas.
Above:
Rooftop garden.
The Retreat
sundeck.

MUST ADMIT that I am an unabashed
Celebrity Cruises fan. I’ve always
felt this way about this premium
cruise company but never more so
than since the launch of their fantastic Edge series in 2018. These ships
are simply glorious in every way and
if you’re considering sailing again,
read on. Here’s the inside scoop on
the Edge herself and her sister ships,
the new Celebrity Apex, now cruising
the Med and then the Caribbean,
and the Celebrity Beyond, coming in
2022.
On my second sailing on the
Edge, we enjoyed the incomparable
experience of The Retreat, an area on
the ship dedicated completely to Suite
guests and offering such fabulous
inclusions as the ultra-glam Luminae
Restaurant, the expansive sundeck
and the Retreat Lounge, open 24/7.
The Retreat experience enhanced
our cruise immeasurably and is
more than worth the additional cost.
The concierge services and many
extra touches were also an excellent
addition.

The ship is a study in impeccable
design, offering a wide range of dining
choices, varied cuisines, gorgeous
lounges and bars, and chic, contemporary spaces both indoors and out.
It is a veritable feast for the eyes – a
design that is thoughtful, beautiful
and open to the sun, sea and sky.
With nary a wrong note, the Edge and
her sister ships will delight and entertain. We sailed in the Greek Isles and
the Med and loved the varied ports
of call, including must-see Malta,
Taormina and a few other lesserknown ports we really enjoyed.
The food is delicious, and
options are plentiful, ranging from the
hip and colourful Magic Carpet to the
quirky Le Petit Chef – perfect for a
fun dinner experience – to gorgeous
Blu for both Suite and Aqua Class
guests. If you enjoy casual al fresco
dining, go to the Rooftop Grill or the
Oceanview Café. For specialty dining
try some seafood at Raw on 5 or fine
dining at the Fine Cut Steakhouse.
There are four “main” restaurants, each of which has a different

theme, décor and specialty dishes to
enhance the regular menu. Choose
from Cyprus for Mediterranean
food, Tuscan for Italian specialties,
French favourites in The Normandie
and New American cuisine at the
Cosmopolitan. Each venue seats
about 350 guests and no reservations
are required.
We often dined in Luminae
and its stunning design, intimate
jewel-box feel, terrific, thoughtful
menu and superb cuisine soon made
it our favourite spot. The service was
impeccable, engaging and charming
– as it was throughout the ship. In
Luminae, in particular, that special
attention made us feel very spoiled.
The menu always offers classic
dishes such as a steak and Caesar
salad, or chicken breast and prawn
cocktail to name just a few, as well
as three signature dishes, created by
the renowned Chef Daniel Boulud,
who has partnered with Celebrity.
When the new ship, Celebrity Beyond,
launches Chef Boulud will have a
restaurant onboard.
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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Dining on the tangerine-coloured
Magic Carpet, usually positioned on
Deck 5, is very popular so be sure to
book in advance. This 90-ton moveable marvel changes position depending on the time of day, the location
of the ship and how it’s being
employed. We loved having a glass
of bubbly outside on a sunny day,
others enjoyed it for a quiet coffee,
but that truly Magic Carpet also serves
as a Destination Gateway when it’s
time to disembark in port and board
one of the spiffy tenders to go ashore.
Only two or three dinners and
one brunch are offered on the trendy
Magic Carpet during a 7-10 day cruise
(possibly more often in the future),
and each is weather dependent. It
can be windy, but it is an unforgettable experience as one sails away
from port, as we did from Malta’s
Valletta Harbour one beautiful
September evening. Although there
is an additional cost for Magic Carpet
dining, and for the other specialty restaurants, we felt it was worthwhile.
The Retreat is a luxury oasis –
think of it as a sanctuary from the
world with lots of space both indoors
and on deck to relax, read, enjoy
lunch and drinks, have a dip in the
pool and be treated to the attentive
services of staff throughout the day.
Light meals, snacks, and treats are
available all day, and the accommodating staff is ready to assist with
shore excursions, dinner reservations,
other appointments and any questions you’d like to pose!
We found ourselves returning to
the Retreat constantly to luxuriate in
its peaceful atmosphere. We sat by
the pool and sunbathed, sipped
glasses of Rosé in the afternoon, chatted with other guests, listened to live
music some nights, and enjoyed a
pre-dinner aperitif or a late-night digestif before heading back to our
other sanctuary – our fabulous and
cleverly designed room. All the accommodations are fantastic with a
soothing colour palette – spacious and
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easy to navigate, but with all the bells
and whistles one needs. The bathrooms are terrific, and there’s lots of
storage space.
There is so much to see and do
on Celebrity’s Edge-class vessels
that if you so choose, you can be
assured of active days and nights
with myriad choices at your fingertips. If, on the other hand, you’re
looking for peace and quiet,
you’ll find it at the Solarium and Spa.
You might choose to relax and watch

a show on the big screen at the
Rooftop Garden, or enjoy a sail-away
concoction at the Sunset Bar –
watching, what else – another stunning sunset! The fabulous,
multi-level Eden, a unique space at
the ship’s aft, has been redesigned
and will emerge slightly differently.
Offering entertainment, food and interesting herbal-oriented cocktails, it
has much appeal, and no doubt will
be even more popular as Celebrity
makes some changes.

This page
(clockwise
from top):
The Magic Carpet.
Edge Stateroom.
Tuscan Restaurant.
Facing page
(clockwise
from top):
Luminae Restaurant.
The Retreat Lounge.
The Retreat sundeck
cabanas.

THE RETREAT
The Retreat Lounge is open 24 hours a day and offers a continental
breakfast, a light lunch on the Sundeck, afternoon tea and evening
bites. From 7am to noon there is a Bloody Mary Station and from
noon to midnight there’s a complimentary wine station.
Sunscreen, beach towels and cold towels are available.
Butlers offer Rosé wine on the sundeck at 3 pm, ice-cream at
2.30 pm and, on sea days, fruit skewers arrive at 11.30 am and
mini-burgers at noon. Enjoy live music at 5.30 pm each sea day.
Priority embarkation and disembarkation is provided for the tenders.
And of course there’s a specific check-in area for suite guests.
Access to Luminae and Blu Restaurants. Priority is also given for
the four main dining rooms.
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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Finding the Edge... reaching the Apex... and now… going Beyond.
Taking the Edge series to new, luxurious heights.
Celebrity Beyond

AND NOW, on to Celebrity Apex and
the third ship, Celebrity Beyond. The
Apex has already set sail in the Med
and will cruise in the Caribbean in
Fall 2021, as will the Edge.
It is the Beyond that will look a
little different – 20 meters longer and
one deck higher, with more expansive spaces created by famed architect Tom Wright whose talent has
been evident on all three vessels.
The Resort Deck has been reimagined with even more boundless
views and a 25-yard lap pool; and
the Martini Bar – an iconic Celebrity
space – will now be circular, with
more room to watch the talented bartenders twirl, spin and juggle those
martini glasses!
Expect a larger Retreat Lounge,
with several decks and even more
of a Zen space for the suite
guests and a much-enlarged Rooftop
Garden. The popular Sunset Bar has
also been expanded, terraced and
enhanced with banquettes and conversation areas, a Moroccan (think
Casablanca) design by famed
designer Nate Berkus. And Daniel
Boulud, Celebrity’s Global Culinary

Rooftop garden

Le Voyage

Ambassador, will present his new
restaurant, Le Voyage on the Beyond.
A high-end, sophisticated space for
just 50 clients, it will “push design
and innovation” be bathed in light
and, of course, offer fabulous Boulud
cuisine.
Celebrity Edge is a revolutionary
ship, and her sisters are following
in that vein. Celebrity Beyond will
exceed expectations by offering more
space while still maintaining a deep
connection to the oceans and seas on
which she will sail. All are extraordinary, and those who sail on any of
the three will have the cruise of a
lifetime. n

Celebrity has also introduced an “Always Included” program for every guest. Now your
cruise includes drinks, Wi-Fi and tips, in every room, every time. Guests can also upgrade
their amenities by purchasing an Elevate or Indulge Package to obtain even more value.
These offers are dependent on availability and stateroom category chosen and may be
restricted to certain voyages. See your travel professional or check out the Celebrity
website at www.celebritycruises.com
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The Retreat lounge

Sunset Bar

COME DISCOVER THE RIVERS

OF AMERICA

The mighty rivers of the United States of America once served as the great highways of early exploration
and inspired dreams of discovery. Traveling in the wake of legends, guests are transported to an era of
leisurely and romantic travel. We are both proud and honored to share the dream of American river
cruising, and we maintain a commitment to excellence that far exceeds expectations.
ENJOY UP TO $2,000

BONUS SAVINGS ON 2022 VOYAGES

MISSISSIPPI RIVER | OHIO RIVER | TENNESSEE
CUMBERLAND RIVER | COLUMBIA AND SNAKE RIVERS

OUR ALL-INCLUSIVE FARES INCLUDE:
• 1-NIGHT PRE-CRUISE HOTEL STAY
with FREE ground transfers between
the hotel and the vessel
• UNLIMITED SHORE EXCURSIONS
available in port aboard deluxe,
private motorcoaches
• UNLIMITED WIFI

• UNLIMITED BEVERAGES
including an extensive wine list,
choice spirits, local craft beers and
specialty coffees
• OPEN BARS AND LOUNGES
throughout the vessel including a
smoothie and juice bar EVERY morning

• ALTERNATIVE DINING featuring fresh
lobster and USDA Prime Beef available
EVERY night
• 24-HOUR IN-ROOM DINING
• LIVE, DAILY ENTERTAINMENT
AND ENRICHMENT
• BICYCLES AND HIKING STICKS

CON TACT YOUR TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL FOR DETAI LS OR VISIT W W W.AQSC .C O M
Offer expires August 30, 2021 Bonus savings shown are per stateroom, valid on select voyages for new bookings only, exclude group bookings and payment is due in full at the time of
booking. Fares, savings and eligible itineraries are capacity-controlled and may be changed or withdrawn at any time. For full terms and conditions, visit www.aqsc.com.
Not responsible for errors or omissions. Mention Offer Code: FREEDOM ©2021 Victory Operating Company, LLC. Vessel registry: Bahamas

Simple
pleasures
Savouring the many charms of Tuscany —
from food and wine, to ancient hill towns,
and spectacular vistas.
ANNA HOBBS

A view of the hilltop town of Pienza
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NIK HOBERG / SHUTTERSTOCK

| TUSCANY

I WAS BACK IN THE COUNTRYSIDE

Clockwise
from above:
View of the Tuscan
coutryside from
the walls of
Montepulciano.
Pienza’s picturesque
Piazza di Spagna.
Harvesting grapes
near Montalcino.
Pienza is famous for
its tasty Pecorino
cheeses.
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that has given me some of the
happiest travels of my life. For my
husband, it was a first, and I hoped
he would share my feelings.
Of the various Italian regions
that I’ve visited – and loved – Tuscany
captivates me like no other. It appeals to all the senses – rich with history, art and architecture, while its
fertile hills and valleys, like its wine
and food, are meant to be savoured.
This 23,000 sq km heart of Italy is
dotted with hillside vineyards and terraced olive groves. They thrive amidst
postcard-perfect villages and ancient
hill towns with perfectly preserved villas, churches and galleries brimming
with celebrated works of art.
Our first stop after landing at
the Florence airport was to pick up
the compact car we had reserved.
“I give you luxury upgrade,” the
agent whispered with a sly wink, as
if he was doing us a covert favour.
An Alfa Romeo maybe? Even a Ferrari?
It was an appealing thought until we
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realized his idea of a luxury upgrade
was a North American whopper of an
SUV that couldn’t be squeezed into
the compact-sized parking spaces
that line town streets and parking
lots. Lesson learned for the next visit.
With just a week to travel, we
decided to limit our exploration
between Greve in Chianti in the
north, and Montepulciano in the
south, staying first in a miniscule
apartment within an ancient villa
and then, at a chic winery guest
house. Our goal was to eat – not at
Michelin-starred establishments, but
at little restaurants, with homecooked dishes and local wines on
the menu. Wines here are named by
region, rather than by grape, the
three best known being Montalcino,
Montepulciano and Chianti.
We shifted effortlessly into the
ritual of Tuscan life. Breakfast is not a
big deal, and it usually meant a stroll
to the café around the corner for cappuccino and a pastry. Lunch, however, is a major event. After a morning
foray through the countryside or tour-

ing an ancient town, we would find a
little trattoria, preferably with a patio,
for a leisurely three-course meal. Lingering over a glass of wine, we would
people-watch, while savouring the
rhythm of a life that seemed so civilized. Village markets provided everything we needed for a simple evening
meal at ‘home.’
Ice cream shops, as omnipresent
as Tim Hortons in Canada, meant
gelato time could be any time. In our
search for the best place to indulge
in homemade Italian ice cream,
we sampled repeatedly and shamelessly, discovering gelato nirvana at
Gelateria Dondoli, in the piazza of
San Gimignano. Flavours such as
Rosemary’s Baby (raspberry and
rosemary), Champelmo (sparkling
wine and pink grapefruit) and Venere
Nere (blackberry and lavender)
made it well worth the 12-minute
lineup. This 13th-century, walled
city is such a popular destination
that we had to arrive early in the
day or late in the afternoon to find a
place to park the Whopper.

ILIA BAKSHEEV / SHUTTERSTOCK

FEDERICO NERI / SHUTTERSTOCK

MARCO RUBINO / SHUTTERSTOCK

On a Saturday, Greve in Chianti
is the place to be. Piazza Matteotti,
the town square, which is actually triangular in shape, comes to life by 8
am. Market day brings a profusion of
vendors selling everything from fresh
produce, cheese, olives, flowers,
housewares, to fashions and leather
goods worth a second glance. The
deep arcades surrounding the piazza
are populated with boutiques, artisans’ workshops, cafés and a worldrenowned butcher shop. It wasn’t
hard to spot Antica Macelleria, the
butchery, since a stuffed wild boar
stood guard outside. Pungent aromas
lured us into this carnivores’ utopia,
run by brothers Lorenzo and Stefano,
the eighth generation of butchers in
the Falorni family. For four days each
September, Greve, hosts the Chianti
Classico Wine Festival which we unfortunately missed by a week.
We headed south to the village
of Montalcino whose main claim to
fame is the dark, pungent red wine,
Brunello di Montalcino. Our preferred
route followed two-lane roads that

took us past green pastures and
golden fields of sunflowers, and
beside ancient farm homes and
cypress-lined lanes leading to tileroofed villas. The fortified town,
perched atop a hill, offered sweeping
views of some of the greatest vineyards in the world. The wines,
available for tasting at enotecas and
trattorias along the main street, were
rich and superb.
Pienza, 20 kms east of Montalcino,
has always been one of my favourite
towns. “The streets are paved with
pecorino cheese,” I told my husband,
as we parked outside the stone walls.
In 1459, Pope Pius II undertook
to transform his sleepy little hometown into an idyllic Renaissance
centre. It is one of the few remaining
Renaissance towns in the county,
obtaining UNESCO World Heritage
designation in 1996. If you weren’t
seduced to stop at the stunning
cathedral, papal palace and the
shops, you could stroll from one end
of Corso Rosselino, the main drag, to
the other in five minutes.
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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COURTESY SALCHETO WINEHOUSE

And then there’s the cheese.
Pienza is awash in pecorino — the
aromas waft in the air from myriad
shops. This is the capital of Italy’s
famous sheep-milk cheese. Credit for
the flavoursome and aromatic milk
goes to the unique pastures where the
sheep graze.
At the end of the cobblestone
street, Trattoria Latte di Luna has been
a favourite eaterie since my first visit.
Family-owned and friendly, the simple
food relies on the excellence of local
ingredients. Maialino arrosto (roast
suckling pig) and hand-rolled pici
pasta are the house specialties.
Learning that Lorenzo the Magnificent had, in the 15th century,
soothed his ailments in the steamy,
sulphur pools and that some of the
best thermal spas are located in
Tuscany’s southern province of Siena,
we visited Adler Spa Resort Thermae.
Luxuriating in an outdoor pool, fed by
a warm mineral spring, proved to be
another way to enjoy the Tuscan sun.
We spent the final three days at
Salcheto Winehouse — the stylishly
simple guest house set in the Salcheto
vineyards. Nestled into a hillside at
the end of a country road, the winery
has a million-euro view up to
Montepulciano, the walled city that
perches like a crown on a nearby hill.

POIKE / ISTOCK

COURTESY ADLER SPA RESORT THERMAE

| TUSCANY

Salcheto is one of the finest vineyards
in the area, producing award-winners
annually. We arrived in the midst of
the frenzied excitement of harvest.
Owner/winemaker Michele Manelli
shared with us the biodynamic and
sustainability practices for which he
has become famous and why he
purchased this property 20 years ago.
“I had never seen such a beautiful
location,” he said. “I was touched by
what I like to call the floating of
the area over time and space. You

can never define it – you cannot say it
is today or in the middle of the
Renaissance, or we are in the country
side or the middle of the world. It is
rich because it has been preserved in
an incredible way.”
On our last afternoon under the
Tuscan sun, with a gentle breeze
blowing across the Salcheto terrazzo,
as we sipped a glass of Vino Nobile de
Montepulciano, my husband asked,
“So…do you think we’ve died and
gone to heaven?” n

Clockwise
from top left:
Taking the waters at
Adler Spa Resort
Thermae.
Vineyards with San
Gimignano in the
distance.
Sunset on the
terrace at Salcheto
Winehouse near
Montepulciano.
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Uniworld Boutique River Cruises
launches Rivers of the World Cruise

JAN WEHNERT / SHUTTERSTOCK
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In a triumphant celebration of the return of river cruising, Uniworld Boutique River
Cruises has announced a 46-night extravaganza – the first of its kind for the brand
– that will include adventures in nine countries and sailings aboard five stunning
Super Ships. Departing on May 20, 2023, combining both cruise and land adventures,
the experience will begin in Egypt, with a land stay in Cairo, followed by a week
aboard the new super ship S.S. Sphinx. After a crossing of the Mediterranean,
guests will fly to the Swiss Alps for two days of land explorations in Lugano, two
more days in Milan and then a week aboard the S.S. La Venezia cruising the Venice
Lagoon and Po River. The next cruise will be aboard the S.S. Maria Theresa, sailing
from Budapest to Passau through the heart of the former Holy Roman Empire.
Guests will then board the S.S. Joie de Vivre to explore Northern France along the
Seine and will end their incredible five-river adventure in Portugal. That cruise will
begin in Porto aboard the S.S. Sao Gabriel and will take guests through the Douro
River Valley to Lisbon for a three-night land experience and a glittering closing
event. Land excursions featured in this ultra-luxury, completely-inclusive trip
include such wonders as a tour of the UNESCO-protected temples of Abu Simbel
in Cairo, a visit to Schönbrunn Palace in Vienna, a day in the Portuguese beach
town of Cascais and a tour of the opulent town and castle of Sintra.

Special interest cruises with Emerald Cruises
Emerald Cruises sails nine branded Star-Ships on the rivers of Europe and
one on the Mekong River, as well as a chartered river ship sailing the
Russian waterways (MS Nizhny Novgorod). In January 2022, the 100guest, luxury superyacht Emerald Azzurra, the line’s first ocean-going
vessel, will debut and begin sailing the Mediterranean, Adriatic, Black and
Red Seas. It’s an impressive lineup that will be enhanced in 2022 by the
launch of a Special Interest Cruise collection. By redesigning three of the
line’s most popular itineraries to include newly customized tours and
onboard events, Emerald is sharpening the focus on the most iconic
offerings of each region: the centuries old wine-making history of the
Moselle River and the incredible arts and culture of the Rhine and Danube.
Highlights will include grape harvest visits to the Moselle Valley,
tastings with talented vintners, tours of noted wine estates, a tour of the
Kunsthistoriches Museum in Vienna and hikes in Austria’s famous wineproducing Wachau Valley. There’s a photography tour of Linz, visits to
Rüdesheim with a wine tasting in the Eberbach Monastery, visits to many
fascinating towns including Strasbourg and Breisach as well as the muchlauded University of Heidelberg library, a foodie adventure in Colmar and
even an onboard Flammenkuchen-making workshop.

Avalon Waterways builds on success
of Active & Discovery itineraries
When Avalon Waterways launched Active & Discovery cruises in 2017,
guests were thrilled by innovative itineraries that included everything
from learning to paint in an artist’s studio in Amsterdam, to hiking through
a hillside vineyard, and joining a local chef for a strudel making lesson.
Those itineraries have proved so popular that Avalon has expanded their
offerings to include the Rhine, Moselle, Rhône and Seine Rivers as well as
the waterways of Holland and Belgium – increasing availability by 600
percent. In 2022, guests will be able to choose from six Active & Discovery
itineraries with 47 departures, each featuring an average of 22 different
activity choices. Says Pam Hoffee, managing director of Avalon Waterways.
“They are the perfect choice for travellers who have a diverse set of
interests; those who want to customize their vacation; those returning to a
river for a new experience and multi-generational travellers with different
passions and pace levels.” The company’s new Storyteller Series sailings in
2022 feature Active & Discovery itineraries and celebrity hosts including:
Candace Bushnell on Sex & the City of Lights – sailing on the Seine; Cheryl
Strayed on Wild & Whimsy on the Water – on the Danube; and Gillian Flynn
on Gone Girl! – also on the Danube.
CRUISE AND TRAVEL LIFESTYLES
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Chris Prelog, President of Windstar Cruises, tells
Vanessa Lee about all the news at Windstar Cruises

Chris, it’s an exciting time for Windstar
Cruises with the re-launch of the
transformed motor yacht, the Star Breeze.
It’s been a multi-year undertaking that will impact and enhance all aspects of the guest experience on our three all-suite Star Plus Class yachts
(Star Breeze, Star Legend, and Star Pride). The
initiative creates beautiful new ocean view
suites and public spaces, and also provided the
opportunity to re-engine the ships with a more
fuel efficient and environmentally responsible
propulsion system. Each of the yachts increased
in capacity from 212 to 312 guests.
Our Star Plus Initiative is the most complex small ship lengthening, engine replacement, and renovation project in cruising.
Windstar took half of its fleet and lengthened/
renovated each ship. The goal is to provide
more of what our customers want, like additional dining experiences, a true spa/fitness
centre, a larger pool and more outdoor deck
area, without dramatically changing who and
what we look like and deliver. The project is
about offering our guests more of what they
love about Windstar without changing our
DNA or the yacht’s ability to visit those special
small ports and waterways.
And the changes and additions to your
culinary offerings?
With our Star Plus Initiative, we’ve been able to
add two new restaurants and make additional
enhancements to dining on board.
One of the new restaurants is an outdoor
barbecue concept with grilling guru Steven
Raichlen and the other a Spanish small plates
restaurant from Anthony Sasso, one of the
youngest chefs to be recognized by the Michelin Guide.
Star Grill by Steven Raichlen embraces an
al fresco setting and ocean views, and there are
some really delicious items from the smoker/
grill, including options for vegetarians.
On Deck 6 at Cuadro 44 by Anthony
Sasso, there’s a curated collection of Spanish
48
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staples, all with a modern twist. A chef’s counter overlooking an open kitchen lets diners
observe the cooking process, and a Spanishcentric wine and cocktail list completes the
experience. The restaurant seats just 38 patrons, so it’s quite intimate.
At Veranda, where guests are served breakfast and lunch daily there’s more outdoor and
ocean-view seating. At night, Veranda tranforms
into Candles, Windstar’s reservation-ony steakhouse. Dinner is served outdoors, under the stars
and candlelight, weather permitting. There are
no additional fees for any dining venue.
The elegant Amphora restaurant has
moved location and offers fine dining with a
world-class menu and extensive wine list.
Many ingredients are sourced locally to infuse
dishes with flavours from the sailing region.
The full Amphora dinner menu is also available through room service.
Please elaborate on your new Health
and Safety measures and requirements.
We know they are top of mind for any
prospective guest.
Yes, it’s top of mind for us at Windstar as well.
We’re returning to operations in a phased
manner, debuting on various dates through
November – taking it slowly. As we return to
sailing, we continue to review and update our
health and safety practices including enhanced
sanitation protocols, COVID-19 vaccination
requirements for all guests and crew, additional medical staff on board, and more. Our
new Beyond Ordinary Care program is a multilayered strategy with key hospital-grade elements: HEPA filters and UV-C germicidal
irradiation to filter and disinfect circulated air,
plus electrostatic sprayers to sanitize all surfaces throughout our yachts.
Itineraries are often a reason clients book
a particular voyage, and Windstar sails
world-wide.
Yes, we really do sail all over the world and
are adding new itinerary-rich voyages and destinations all the time. The only place we sail
year-round is Tahiti/French Polynesia with
our 148-guest sailing yacht, Wind Spirit, and
that’s an incredible option and a great value,
especially when paired with our air + hotel
package. For a limited time from October 2021
through March 2022 our guests will have the
opportunity to experience Tahiti on our new,
all suite Star Plus Class yacht Star Breeze.
We’re excited to return to Alaska in 2022 with
the Star Breeze, and we’re planning some interesting new cruises in Europe in 2022,

including a brand-new Black Sea sailing, a
comprehensive journey around Spain, and a
new sailing across the coastlines of Greece,
Cyprus, and Israel. We will also visit Australia
and New Zealand for the first time in fall 2022
and return to Japan.
Your small ship experience is unique –
what do you feel are the key standouts
of a Windstar Cruise?
We’re the cruise line for the person who wants
an authentic and personal travel experience.
We have small, elegant sailing and all-suite
yachts that take you off the beaten path and to
iconic destinations, to explore unique ports-ofcall, hidden harbours and exotic cultures. We
have once-in-a-lifetime shore excursions,
which we curate and personally try, and we
also have unique experiences on board… like
chatting with the captain on the open Bridge.
Our Watersports Platform on each yacht’s
stern is another standout, and our Signature
Expeditions launch right from the ship in the
most remote regions. As for cuisine, we have
exceptional, locally sourced culinary experiences and work with some of the most recognized chefs in the world thanks to our
partnership as the Official Cruise Line of the
James Beard Foundation.
How are you handling the shore excursion
experiences now?
Shore excursions are changing quickly. In
Greece, for example, our guests can explore on
their own or on shore excursions, but as I respond to these questions, in the Caribbean,
guests must book a shore excursion to leave
the yacht. Everything is very fluid with local
regulations changing regularly and Windstar is
committed to working with our destination
partners to abide by their requirements. Having a fully vaccinated ship has really helped us
access more ports.
What we’re doing to adapt is to offer new,
well-priced excursion options aimed at simply
letting guests off the ship and into local towns,
bars, and beaches in a safe manner. A lot of our
guests are repeat visitors to these locations, and
they want to wander, but with some destinations’ restrictions, we need to find a way to get
them safely ashore, get them a beach chair, and
put a tropical cocktail in their hand. In every
destination, Windstar is ensuring that all shore
excursions are vetted for health and safety
protocols before being offered to guests. Shore
excursions will operate at a reduced capacity,
and masks will be worn according to local regulations and when unable to social distance. n
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M S C WOR L D E U ROPA

Imagine the future of cruising and discover our new revolutionary MSC World Europa,
the first ship in the trailblazing MSC World class fleet.
Powered by LNG, one of the world’s cleanest marine fuels, and featuring breakthrough green technologies,
MSC World Europa symbolizes the beginning of a new era of cruising. This unique prototype features
a ground-breaking design, where every detail is conceived to offer a taste of tomorrow.
Offering the extraordinary sea view from the futuristic “Y” shape aft structure
and even more balcony staterooms than ever.
MSC World Europa will set sail in Dubai, Abu Dhabi & Qatar from December 2022 with 7-night itineraries
followed by the Mediterranean during the Summer of 2023. Experience this cutting-edge ship of the future.
For more information visit: msccruises.ca
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EUROPEAN RIVER CRUISES 2022 SALE
Save up to

$3,000

Super
Earlybird Offer
Save an extra

10%

per couple

*Pay 12 months prior

Delight in significant savings; newly
released 2022 European river cruises and
special interest sailings are on sale now.
From epic voyages to once-in-a-decade
experiences, special spa experiences and
more, there is a deluxe European river
cruise to suit your travel dreams and
desires in 2022.
Book Horizon Deck Suite & Receive
€300 per couple on board credit*
Complimentary Deposit Protection Plan*
Flexible Booking Policy
Change dates up to 60 days prior*

EWCR

EWPA

EWFS

Splendours of
Europe

Danube
Explorer

Rhine Spa, Arts &
Culture Cruise

15 days Amsterdam >
Budapest

8 days Passau > Budapest

8 days Mainz > Basel

SUPER EARLYBIRD SUITE OFFER

SUPER EARLYBIRD SUITE OFFER

SUPER EARLYBIRD SUITE OFFER

FROM

$5,595

PER
PERSON

EXCEPTIONAL STATEROOM OFFER
FROM

$4,645

PER
PERSON

FROM

$3,380

PER
PERSON

EXCEPTIONAL STATEROOM OFFER
FROM

$2,995

PER
PERSON

FROM

$3,875

PER
PERSON

EXCEPTIONAL STATEROOM OFFER
FROM

$3,545

PER
PERSON

Contact your travel professional,
book online or call us at 833 222 3866
Learn more and download our new brochure at emeraldcruises.ca
*Terms & Conditions: Offers valid for new bookings, no retroactivity. All offers advertised are limited in availability and capacity controlled; first come first served basis; no retroactivity. Horizon Deck On Board Credit Bonus - Book cabin category
A, P, S, SA or RA on Horizon Deck and receive an extra €150 onboard credit per person. The extra 10% Super Earlybird (SEB) saving is available for all new bookings on 2022 European river cruises in cabin categories C, B, A, AP, S, SA & RA
when paying in full 12 months before departure. If departure is less than 12 months, full payment is required at time of booking to receive early payment savings. SEB saving is applicable on the cruise element and cabin upgrade only, excludes
air fares, port charges, hotel stays and other additional items. Offer applicable to Future Travel Credit (FTC) bookings where there is no airline credit. FTC holders with airline credit, please contact Emerald Cruises contact centre. Prices are in
Canadian dollars, based on double occupancy and lowest cabin category available. Port charges and taxes are included in the price. Offers may be extended, cancelled or withdrawn at any time without notice. All savings are applicable on the
cruise element and cabin upgrade only, excludes air fares, port charges, hotel stays and other additional items. A non–refundable initial deposit of $500 per person is required within 48 hours of booking. Full payment required 90 days prior to
departure for Earlybird Exceptional Stateroom offer. For full terms and conditions visit emeraldcruises.ca/offers/2022-river-cruise-collection. © EMERALD CRUISES | ALL RIGHTS RESERVED | BC CONSUMER PROTECTION #40178. ECAMA066

